
Some people feel that entertainers (e.g. film stars, pop musicians or sports stars) are 
paid too much money.

Do you agree or disagree?

Which other types of jobs should be highly paid?

Nowadays, there is the other a controversial issue relating to the entertainers' salaries 
such as sportsmen, film stars or musicians. Before reaching any 
conclusion,consequences I believe that there is no conflict difference between 
different/various jobs and all of them should be paid sufficient income which they 
deserve. Therefore, this essay discusses about both entertainers and other professions. 

At this juncture in history that people spend most of their time at work, entertainments 
play a vital role in their lives because which many actors, comedians or other 
entertainers devote themselves just to in satisfying the nation. In other words, they 
rescue us from boredom and monotony. Hence, not only do they serve the people or 
society but also they considerably impact on the country. As such, the more enjoyment, 
the more inspiration and sprightliness. In addition, there is the fact that these influential 
artists are those who have been training from their childhood. Moreover, in my 
estimation their work lasts for a shorter span of time in comparison with other 
professions like being teachersteaching, medicine doctors or engineerings.

On the other hand, working as a doctor who get involvesd  in high risk., there is more to 
getting a high salary than merely to safeguarding the peoples’ lives, No matter how 
juvenile they are. Further, they deserve high amounts of incomes to pay. Overpaid in 
these decades, doctors study for many years and strive to raise their degree. As my own 
experience, I work for 8 eight hours daily as an architect who studiesy for 6 six years but 
I have be never been paid as much as I expect. 

To sum it up, from my point of view, there is no job more valuable than the others and 
everyone should be paid fairly. Nonetheless, the government should not decrease the 
entertainers' salaries. Furthermore, if we keep the balance between the various careers, 
it can lead to add more serenity in the society. 
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